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**Fiction:**
- [Anxious People](#) by Fredrik Backman
- [City of Thieves](#) by David Benioff
- [Conjure Women](#) by Afia Atakora
- [Crossings: Consisting of Three Manuscripts](#) by Alex Landragin
- [Daisy Jones & the Six](#) by Taylor Jenkins Reid
- [The Drifter](#) by Nicholas Petrie
- [Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine](#) by Gail Honeyman
- [The Friend Zone](#) by Abby Jimenez
- [The Harpy](#) by Megan Hunter
- [The House in the Cerulean Sea](#) by T.J. Klune
- [The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue](#) by Victoria Schwab
- [Little Faith](#) by Nickolas Butler
- [Mexican Gothic](#) by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
- [Miss Benson's Beetle](#) by Rachel Joyce
- [Ready Player Two](#) by Ernest Cline
- [Such a Fun Age](#) by Kiley Reid
- [Thursday Murder Club](#) by Richard Osman
- [Transcendent Kingdom](#) by Yaa Gyasi
- [Tuesday Mooney Talks to Ghosts](#) by Kate Racculia
- [The Starless Sea](#) by Erin Morgenstern
- [Get a Life, Chloe Brown](#) by Talia Hibbert

**Nonfiction:**
- [As You Wish: Inconceivable Tales from the Making of the Princess Bride](#) by Cary Elwes
- [Braiding Sweetgrass](#) by Robin Wall Kimmerer
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*First in a series*
The Complete Mediterranean Cookbook by America’s Test Kitchen
The Dream Architects: Adventures in the Video Game Industry by David Polfeldt
The Girl Who Smiled Beads: A Story of War and What Comes After by Clemantine Wamariya
Heroes’ Feast: The Official Dungeons & Dragons Cookbook by Kyle Newman
Know My Name: A Memoir by Chanel Miller
Maybe You Should Talk To Someone: A Therapist, Her Therapist, and Our Lives Revealed by Lori Gottlieb
Memorial Drive: A Daughter’s Memoir by Natasha Trethewey
Barnett
Mobituaries: Great Lives Worth Reliving by Mo Rocca
Notorious RBG: The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg by Irin Carmon
Olive, Mabel & Me: Life and Adventures with Two Very Good Dogs by Andrew Cotter
Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat: Mastering the Elements of Good Cooking by Samin Nosrat
Say Nothing: A True Story of Murder and Memory in Northern Ireland by Patrick Radden Keefe
The Side Dish Bible by America’s Test Kitchen
Sid Meier’s Memoir!: A Life in Computer Games by Sid Meier
Virtual Cities: An Atlas & Exploration of Video Game Cities by Konstantinos Dimopoulos
The World of Critical Role: The History Behind the Epic Fantasy by Liz Marsham and the Cast of Critical Role
Vesper Flights: New and Collected Essays by Helen MacDonald